
Our company is looking to fill the role of cluster marketing manager. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for cluster marketing manager

Previous experience of working in a marketing role or another commercial
role in the hotel industry
Ensure all marketing content produced directly or by the marketing or public
relations team (imagery, messaging, language and compliance) is up to date,
brand compliant and promoting our Best Price Guarantee on distribution
channels to drive direct channel revenue on Hotel Content Manager (HCM)
and consistent across all channels and partner websites
Provides measurement, reporting and effectiveness on performance of all
distribution channel initiatives
Strategic Planning - Translating Trade Strategy and Market plans into
Cluster’s Market plan and cascading Market Plans and Trade Strategy to the
organization
Direction Setting - Cluster’s performance follow up, translating weekly
direction setting from Center into Cluster action plans, following up on
overall Tender compliance, addressing with Sales challenges
Pricing & Market Feedback - making sure pricing system is updated with
relevant Market rates, providing regular feedback to Revenue Management
Team on Market rates (based on overall trends), out looking market and
trends customer behavior
Market Mapping - mapping market and macroeconomic developments,
follow up CRM (customer relationship management) system is updated with
opportunities according to Market Size, being responsible for cluster Pipeline

Example of Cluster Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Signing off on all marketing activities
Handling operational contingencies

Qualifications for cluster marketing manager

Minimum 5 years in a Marketing role, with Management experience
Proven track record in delivering strategic, commercial and successful
marketing plans
Experience in the leisure, tourism or entertainment industry is advantageous
but not a necessity
BA Degree in marketing related function or equivalent higher education
experience
2 - 3 years progressive work experience in a marketing related role
Hotel or hospitality marketing related experience preferable


